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FORMATION OF A USER ID

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to a method and a mobile station by means of which a Private User ID to be brought into use in the third standardization version (release 5) of the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) can be formed. According to the present state of the UMTS standardization, two different user IDs are used in the third standardization version, in connection with the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem). The first one is a Public User ID, by means of which the user is called, in the same way as by means of a telephone number. The other one is a Private User ID, by means of which the user logs in to a network. The Private User ID must be of the NAI (Network Access Identifier) form, for instance number@operator.domain.

[0002] When the user ID is reformed relative to the conventional GSM system, the subscribers' SIM cards must be changed to what are called USIM cards (UMTS SIM). Although this is inevitable in the long run, it causes a short-term logistic problem, as the operators must quickly change the SIM cards of all subscribers to USIM cards.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0003] On one hand, the invention is based on detecting the above-mentioned logistic problem. Upon drafting the present application, the problem does not occur yet. On the other hand, the invention is based on solving this logistic problem or at least alleviating it. Effects of the problem can be reduced if the time of use of the present SIM cards can be extended. This is achieved with a method and system that are characterized in what is stated in the independent claims. Preferred embodiments of the invention are described in the dependent claims.

[0004] The basic idea of the invention is that a conversion program in a mobile station converts the subscriber ID of the IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) form on a SIM card into a Private User ID of the NAI form according to the third standardization version of the UMTS.

[0005] At first sight, the invention is against the standard, because reference 1 states in point 6.9.1 “Private user identity” that each 3GPP IMS subscriber must have a Private user identity that indicates the operator of the home network. At closer look, however, the invention is at least in line with the
spirit of the standard, because the conversion program according to the invention provides the user with a dynamic Private user identity, although this ID has not been statically installed on the USIM card.

[0006] An advantage of the method and the system according to the invention is that the subscriber’s SIM card does not have to be changed to a USIM card immediately when the subscriber wishes to bring into use services defined in the third standardization version of the UMTS. A new UMTS/IMS mobile station can be brought into use immediately, as long as the subscriber has an SIM card according to the GSM system, for example. Further, the subscribers can try out new UMTS/IMS mobile stations with their old SIM cards, on which an IMSI ID has been stored.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0007] The invention will now be described in greater detail in connection with preferred embodiments, with reference to the attached drawings, of which

[0008] Figure 1 is a block and signalling diagram illustrating the invention; and

[0009] Figure 2 illustrates conversion of an ID.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Figure 1 is a combined block and signalling diagram showing how the user of a mobile station can register as an IMS service user. Depending on the terminal, registration takes place either automatically or as a result of the user’s separate command. In Figure 1, reference MS indicates a mobile station, more precisely a mobile station according to the UMTS system. SIM is an SIM card, i.e. the subscriber’s ID card (Subscriber Identity Module). For the registration of the mobile station, the figure shows network elements P- & S-CSF and HSS, the first one meaning “Proxy Call Session Control Function” and “Serving Call Session Control Function”. These are two logical functionalities defined in the UMTS/IMS environment, which are in Figure 1 combined to a common element. HSS is a more advanced version of the home location register (HLR). The invention is independent from the type of the radio access network (UTRAN, WLAN, etc.).

[0011] The HSS of the home network needs for the registration a subscriber ID, i.e. a Private User ID. In step 1-1, the conversion program CP installed in an IMSI mobile station reads the IMSI ID on the SIM card. In step
1-2, the CP converts the IMSI ID into a Private User ID of the NAI form. In step 1-3, the mobile station MS sends a registration message to the IMS network, which understands only a Private User ID of the NAI form. In step 4, the P- & S-CSCF element transmits the registration data to the HSS. Part of the registration data is the subscriber ID, i.e. the Private User ID. Steps 1-3 and 1-4 are according to the third standardization version of the UMTS; in other words, operation outside the mobile station MS is completely conventional. The difference compared with the prior art is seen only in steps 1-1 and 1-2, where a Private User ID is not read on a USIM card of the new type (the mobile station does not contain a USIM card), but instead, an IMSI ID is read on an “old” SIM card according to the GSM system, for instance, and converted into a Private User ID with a conversion program installed in the mobile station. Naturally, the mobile station has been first supplemented by installing the particular conversion program in it.

[0012] Figure 1 contains three kinds of arrows. The massive arrows in connection with the SIM card and the conversion program CP mean that the particular elements are in reality inside the mobile station, but in order to illustrate the invention they have been drafted outside the mobile station. The thin arrows 1-1 and 1-2 refer to data transmission between the mobile station MS and elements SIM and CP related to it. The thick arrows 1-3 and 1-4 refer to data transfer between the mobile station and separate network elements.

[0013] Figure 2 illustrates conversion of an identifier in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. The embodiment shown in Figure 2 is based on the following idea. The primary form of representation of a Private User ID is number@operator.domain. The problem with this form of representation is that although containing the subscriber’s number, the IMSI does not contain the operator’s domain name, which should be stored fixedly either in the conversion program CP (which would thus become operatorspecific) or in a storage location available for the conversion program. According to the embodiment of Figure 2, this residual problem is solved in such a way that the operator’s domain name (e.g. “sonera.com”) is not used in the Private User ID, but a domain name which is to some extent artificial is formed of a few standard texts and elements contained in the IMSI ID, as described in more detail in the following. Reference 21 is an IMSI ID stored on the SIM card of the mobile station, comprising three parts. Reference 21a is a mobile country code mcc, 244 in the case of Finland, for instance. Reference
21b is the mobile network code mnc, i.e. the operator code, which is for instance in the Sonera network 091. Reference 21c is the subscriber’s individual number in the particular operator’s network, in this example 1234567. Reference 22 is the result of the conversion performed by the conversion program CP, i.e. a Private User ID of the NAI form. It comprises the following parts. A first part 22a is the subscriber’s individual number in the particular operator’s network, i.e. the same as part 21c in the IMSI ID 21. A second part 22b is a symbol “@”. A third part 22c is letters “mnc”, which are followed by the operator code (here 091). A fourth part 22d is letters “mcc”, which are followed by the mobile country code (here 244). A fifth part 22e is a service ID, here “ims”.

[0014] The identifier 22 is to be interpreted as follows: a user within service “ims”, in Finland, in the Sonera network, having the number “1234567”.

[0015]

15 Reference:
1. 3GPP TSG SA WG3 Security- IMS Security ad-hoc (14 September 2001)
[0016] 3GPP publication in: http://www.3gpp.org/
ftp/tsg_sa/WG3_Security/TSGS3_ADHOC_MAP.IMS_Sophia/Docs/PDF/S3z010093.pdf
[0017]

20 Abbreviations:
3GPP: Third Generation Partnership Project
IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem
IMSI: International Mobile Subscriber Identity
MCC: Mobile Country Code
MNC: Mobile Network Code
NAI: Network Access Identifier
P-SCSF: Proxy Call Session Control Function" ja "Serving Call Session Control Function
SIM: Subscriber Identity Module
UMTS: Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
USIM: UMTS SIM
UTRAN: UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network
CLAIMS

1. A method for providing a Private User ID according to the UMTS specifications, in which method a subscriber identity module (SIM) is installed in a mobile station (MS), in which subscriber identity module an IMSI ID (21) has been stored, comprising a mobile country code (21a), mobile network code (21b) and subscriber number (21c);

   characterized by installing in the mobile station a conversion program (CP), which in connection with registration (1-3, 1-4) of the mobile station

   - reads (1-1) the IMSI ID in the subscriber identity module (SIM);

   and

   - produces (1-2) the Private User ID (22) on the basis of the IMSI ID (22);

2. A method according to claim 1, characterized by the conversion program producing the Private User ID (22) only on the basis of the mobile country code (21a), mobile network code (21b) and subscriber number (21c) contained in the IMSI ID, whereby the conversion program is independent from the network operator.

3. A mobile station (MS) comprising an interface for the subscriber identity module (SIM), in which subscriber identity module an IMSI ID has been stored, comprising a mobile country code (21a), mobile network code (21b) and subscriber number (21c);

   characterized in that the mobile station comprises a conversion program (CP) which is arranged in connection with registration (1-3, 1-4) of the mobile station

   - to read (1-1) the IMSI ID (21) in the subscriber identity module (SIM); and

   - to produce (1-2) a Private User ID (22) on the basis of the IMSI ID.

4. A conversion program (CP) installable in a mobile station (MS), characterized in that the conversion program is arranged in connection with registration (1-3, 1-4) of the mobile station

   - to read (1-1) in the subscriber identity module (SIM) connected to the mobile station (SIM) an IMSI ID comprising a mobile country code (21a), mobile network code (21b) and subscriber number (21c); and
- to produce (1-2) a Private User ID (22) on the basis of the IMSI identifier.
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